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 4 Steps to help you Survive the End of the World!

As most people know the world is coming to an end, and alarmingly enough most 

Americans aren't prepping themselves for it. Dooms day may come in many forms, a global 

economic collapse, an EMV, any natural disaster, or just a big BOOM! Many Americans may 

think it's crazy to prep for the end of the world, but truthfully it's not. Who wouldn't want to 

spend 6 to 8 hours a day and thousands of dollars, just to save themselves for a few extra years? 

So these 4 steps will help the average American become an end of the world expert, and help 

protect you and your family from those annoying zombie neighbors bothering you because, 

they are just so starving.

 Step one is to build a spider hole, “When survival's the goal it's into the spider hole!” Is 

said by a very famous dooms day expert, Doug (he has no family, a big house, and teaches 

teenagers how to survive a zombie apocalypse for a living!). Now you may be asking, what the 

heck is a spider hole? Well a spider whole is a 3 foot deep, 7 foot long hole in the ground where 

any dooms day prepper can live for up to 3 days. This handy little hole can protect your from 

numerous animals and neighbors that may be trying to kill you. The spider hole or “Home 

sweet home”, as you may be calling it, is even safe enough for a tractor to drive over! Another 

question that is frequently asked about the spider hole is, where would I go to the bathroom? 

Well that's simple, you just simply dig a small whole in the corner of the spider hole and there 



it is. There are only a few small warnings about your toilet being less then 3 feet away from 

your face, the smell and the chance that you may catch life risking diseases; but other than that 

you should be good!

Step number two, is to have small dog protection. This is key in surviving dooms day if 

you are going to do it in the comfort of your own home. After about a week Americans will be 

running out of food and they will want yours. So if you have about two dozen little Pomeranian 

dogs your protection will be at the peak of safe. Now your thinking, wait but their so little, why 

not have a Pitbull or two? Well, a Pomeranian is smaller and barks more so the intruder may get 

scared of all the yappy little barks coming through the front door. Now if the intruder is really 

adamant of getting into your home, they may not be scared off by the little barking pooches, so 

then there is faze two of small dog protection. Which is.....ATTACK! Just imagine having 2 

dozen small Pomeranian's running at full speed towards your ankles, just terrifying. The 

intruder then will turn and run straight out the door. 

Step three is, protection outside the home. At some point in time you will have to come 

out of the safety of your home. With the family and yourself at risk, everyone of your family 

members should learn how to use a gun. Yes even the 5 year old, heck he/she may even be a 

sharp shooter! A weapon is a very important part of surviving a dooms day disaster, without a 

weapon you will be out numbered and die. You should at least have 10 guns inside your home, 

fully loaded. Also you should have at least 3000 rounds of ammunition, because all the gun 

stores will be well out of business. Now the loaded guns in your house should be completely 

safe, and if your children do try and successfully shoot a gun, that’s okay too. This experience 

will help your child become a booms day expert as well.  

Step four is, to store as much food as possible . So while everyone else is starving to 



death at least you'll have another 100 pounds to lose! When you have a food storage 

compartment inside your home it is key not to eat out of it. You should plan on spending twice 

a week on grocery's as you normally do. Now your thinking, well how much food should I 

have? The answer is at least 3000 pounds of meat, veggies and fruit to feed an army, 300 

bottles of ketchup, 200 cases of roman noodles, 60 gallons of water, 400 chocolate bars (need 

to keep that sugar up!), and 600 loafs of bread. Now yes this may cost an arm and a leg, but in 

the long run your family will be eating like normal and you won't turn into killing machines 

looking for food. 

These four tips are designed to help you (the average American), become dooms day 

experts and to help you survive. Warnings of starting this are, zombies coming to your home, 

some life threatening diseases from the spider hole, a lot of shedding from the yappy little dogs, 

your child may try and shoot things that shouldn't be shot at, and you may end up in a trailer 

because your spending 1000 dollars a week on grocery's.  But if you think about it in the long 

run though you will at least have 3 extra years to live, take that mother nature. 

Thank you for reading/buying these tips. Results may very. The company of Dooms Day 

is here, Run for your Life, will not pay any law suites for the outcome of your lives. Happy 

prepping!:)           


